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3 Concentration and Drying
3.1

Purpose and Scope
This section contains the requirements for the preservation of products by reducing water
activity (aw) through the removal of water, where this mechanism is the key preservation
step. Aw is a measure of the water that is available to take part in activities such as
microbial growth. Aw is a better measure of food perishability than water content, as water
content does not take into account whether that water is available for microbiological growth.
Aw may be reduced by:
•

removing water (e.g. evaporation, drying); or

•

binding water 1 (e.g. by the addition of permitted ingredients and additives such as salt,
sugars, sorbitol or glycols); or

•

a combination of removing and binding water.

Products that are preserved by reducing water activity are commonly categorised as low
moisture or intermediate moisture foods. Low moisture foods generally contain up to 25%
moisture and have an A w of less than 0.60, for example jerky or biltong. Intermediate
moisture foods generally contain between 15% and 50% moisture and have an A w between
0.60 and 0.85. (Jay, 2000). An example of an intermediate moisture food is semi-dry salami.
The A w of a product determines the type of microorganisms that may grow. Most bacteria
require A w values above 0.90 for growth. An exception is Staphylococcus aureus which may
grow and produce enterotoxins in foods with an A w as low as 0.84. Generally, at an A w
below 0.9, yeasts and moulds are the organisms most likely to grow. Reducing the A w
inhibits microbial growth but is not necessarily a lethal intervention. Bacteria, yeast, moulds,
and some foodborne parasites such as Trichinella spiralis may survive a drying process.
Heat resistance of bacteria tends to increase as the A w is lowered and the degree of
resistance depends on the compounds being used to control A w (Jay, 2000). Microbial
growth may re-commence after rehydration of the product under favourable conditions, e.g.
during preparation by the consumer.
To control the growth of pathogens in shelf stable products the A w will need to be reduced to
0.85 or less. In products with an A w of greater than 0.85, additional preservation methods
such as chilling, acidification or additives would be needed. The following table provides an
indication of the lower A w limits for growth of bacteria, yeasts and moulds.

1

Aw

Micro-organism

0.90

Most bacteria

0.86

S. aureus toxin production

The addition of permitted ingredients and additives to preserve a product is covered in section 4,
Hurdle technology.
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0.85

Many yeasts

0.84

S. aureus growth

0.80

Most fungi
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Definitions
water activity (A w ) is a measure of the water available for microbial growth. It is the ratio of
the water vapour pressure of the food (p) to that of pure water (po) at the same temperature:
A w = p/po
operator-defined limit means a measurable limit established by a risk management
programme operator to manage the fitness for purpose of animal material or animal product
regulatory limit means a measurable regulatory requirement that is critical to fitness for
intended purpose of animal material or animal product.

3.3

Regulatory Requirements
Refer to Part 2 for the specific legal requirements that apply to concentrated and dried
products.

3.4

Procedures (for compliance)

3.4.1

Outcome of Concentration or Drying

3.4.1.1 The reduction in A w by concentration and/or drying and any additional controls
(where used) must ensure the inactivation or inhibition of targeted vegetative pathogens (e.g.
S. aureus, salmonella, E. coli O157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes) and of viable spores (e.g.
Bacilli, Clostridia) as identified during the application of HACCP principles, and must be
sufficient to render the product microbiologically safe for its intended shelf life and storage
conditions.

3.4.1.2 The operator must document any regulatory limits that are appropriate for the
product.
A regulatory limit is a measurable limit related to fitness for intended purpose, established by the
Director-General. Regulatory limits may be expressed as a:
i.

product requirement, e.g. microbiological limit such as 0 cfu/gm Listeria
monocytogenes in packaged cooked cured/salted meat;

ii.

process parameter, e.g. drying regime;

iii. performance criteria, e.g. reduction in pathogen by 2 log.
Regulatory limits are stated in the legislation e.g. the Food Standards Code, Animal Products
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(Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption) Notice 2004. Currently there are
few regulatory limits.
3.4.1.3

The operator must establish and document operator-defined limits for the product.

Operator-defined limits are additional measurable limits that are established by the operator and
that are not defined in legislation. Operator-defined limits may be categorised into the three types
as described for regulatory limits. They may be taken from sources such as reputable COPs, peerreviewed scientific information, predictive models, scientific information from a person or
organisation known to be competent, or developed from their own trials and experiments.
Examples of operator-defined limits could include the Aw of a jerky product, meat extract or
powder, microbiological criteria for a product that is not currently addressed within the Food
Standards Code, a required log reduction of a specified pathogen to be achieved by the process, or
drying or concentration processing parameters. In setting an operator-defined limit the operator
should consider its intended use, the intended consumer and handling it is likely to receive after it
has been released for sale.
3.4.2

Raw Materials

3.4.2.1

Raw materials must comply with the requirements of the Food Standards Code.

3.4.2.2

Raw materials must be of an appropriate microbiological status.

The operator should have knowledge of the microbiological status of raw materials. This
information may be obtained from certificates of analysis from suppliers, from the National
Microbiological Database for some meat types, by testing the raw materials, or using information
gained from a previous processing step (e.g. if the raw material is a cooked product). The
capability of the process, intended use of the product and any further processing and/or
preparation prior to consumption should be considered when determining the microbiological
criteria for raw materials. Some products may be produced by a drying process that only inhibits
the growth of bacteria and may be consumed without any further treatment or preparation that
would result in a reduction in levels of bacteria. In some cases the method of preparation by the
consumer may even promote microbial growth.
3.4.2.3 Raw materials must be protected from contamination, handled hygienically and
stored in a manner that will minimise deterioration to ensure that they will remain fit for their
intended purpose and method of processing.

3.4.3

Development and Validation of the Process

3.4.3.1 The operator must have evidence to support and justify the selection of all
operator-defined limits.
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3.4.3.2 The operator must establish a drying or concentration process that will result in
product that will meet any regulatory limits and/or operator-defined limits.

3.4.3.3 Drying or concentration processes must be developed and validated by a suitably
skilled person, and revalidated by a suitably skilled person whenever there is a change to the
process or product that would impact on its safety.
It is important that people who are responsible for validation have a good working knowledge of the
factors that are critical to drying or concentration operations and the importance of ensuring that
the required A w is attained throughout the product and maintained for the duration of its shelf life.
The suitably skilled person will also need to have good knowledge of food microbiology and the
growth parameters for the microorganisms of concern. It is the responsibility of the operator to
ensure that people with the appropriate knowledge and skills are used.
3.4.3.4 The rate and conditions of drying or concentration must be such that undesirable
microbial growth and contamination of the product is minimised.

3.4.3.5

Records of the validation must be retained.

The complexity of the validation of the process will depend on the nature of the operation, the
identified hazards, the control measures involved, and the availability of established process
parameters or criteria. For example, for a simple or standard process, validation may only require
demonstration that the process is operated in accordance with validated process parameters
and/or criteria obtained from a reputable agency or research institute, or published in a scientific
journal and/or that the product consistently meets the required A w. For a novel or more complex
process, the operator may need to establish their own process parameters and/or criteria, which
are capable of producing in product that is fit for its intended purpose, and then provide evidence of
achievement of that process. In a few cases challenge trials may be necessary.
3.4.3.6 Drying or concentration processes must be validated considering all relevant
factors, such as:
a. micro-flora and microbial load of raw materials;
b. potential for microbiological growth;
c.

product formulation (including moisture content, concentration, viscosity, product shape
and geometry, particle size);

d. processing regime (including feed rate, loading (to ensure even drying and to avoid
overloading which could cause slow drying and promote rapid microbial growth),
residence time, temperature, air velocity, vacuum, humidity);
e. dryer capability e.g. sufficient for intended throughput;
f.

case hardening (this may occur in products of a reasonable size or thickness if the
drying parameters fluctuate, or the drying procedure is not appropriate for the product,
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leading to surface drying while the centre remains moist. Additional drying is often
ineffectual as the moisture is sealed into the product);
g. any other preservation steps to be applied to the product and associated processing
parameters (e.g. heat treatment, refrigeration);
h. A w of the final product (this may be routinely verified by measurement of moisture
content, solids content, density, brix or salt content etc but needs to be initially validated
against A w );
Solids content, density, refractive index or other product parameters may be used to estimate the
A w of a product, but the correlation between the parameter and A w must be established for that
product. The correlation may be established by measuring the parameters in samples of the
finished product and then having the A w analysed e.g. by a laboratory. Provided that the
formulation and processing parameters don’t change, the correlation between A w and the
parameter should remain constant.
i.

handling;

j.

packaging and storage conditions of finished product;

k.

any further processing or preparation by the consumer.

Process types
Concentration by evaporation
Concentration by evaporation is used to remove water from high moisture products producing
concentrated liquids (e.g. concentrates, broths, stocks) or intermediaries for further drying. The
process generally involves feeding pre-heated product into an evaporator where steam condensing
on one side of the heating surface (calandria) provides the heat for evaporation of water from the
product surface. The vapour is removed and condensed. Condensers, vacuum pumps, or steam
ejectors can be used to create a vacuum above the liquid which reduces the boiling point and
product damage.
Drying
Drying usually involves placing product in a stream of heated air, or in contact with a heated
surface. The objective in drying is to ensure that the vapour pressure of the process medium
(normally air) is lower than the vapour pressure of the food. Variability in temperature, air velocity
or other parameters throughout a drier could result in different drying rates.
Surveys of the final moisture content of product throughout a drier should be used to detect the
slowest drying area. If one or more locations emerge that consistently dry more slowly, these
locations should be used for routine testing. All drying variables that could impact on the slowest
drying area(s) need to be taken into account when determining these locations.
It is important with all drying operations that the drying end point is accurately identified and that no
damp spots remain.
3.4.3.7

The operator must take sufficient samples of the final product to verify that the

required final A w has been met throughout. The number of samples to be tested will depend
on the operator’s knowledge of the process, the consistency of the operation and the
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variability throughout the dryer. Where product does not meet the validated product criteria it
must be returned to the dryer for further drying.
Process types
Freeze drying
The mechanism of freeze drying involves sublimation of water vapour directly from ice. The
vacuum system removes the vapours, thus maintaining the vapour pressure differential. The final
moisture content of freeze dried products may be about 2-8% or have an A w of 0.10-0.25. (Jay,
2000). Freeze drying operations preserve micro-organisms. The microbial loading of raw
materials is very important for this type of operation.
In addition to the generic factors listed in 3.4.3.6, for freeze drying the operator should be able to
identify the drying end point and whether any ice spots remain in the product.
Ice spots are often associated with areas of thicker product loading. If the product is removed from
the dryer while ice spots remain and is allowed to defrost, these areas would have an A w of 1. This
could then allow micro-organisms, including any pathogens to grow.
Spray drying
Spray drying involves the atomisation of liquid feeds into a hot drying medium. The raw material
may be a solution, suspension, emulsion or paste. The feed is atomised using a rotating disc or
nozzle into a large drying chamber. Due to the small size of the droplets a large surface area is
available for evaporation and as this occurs rapidly, lower product temperatures and improved
quality result. Uniformity of droplet size is important to ensure consistent and uniform drying.
Solar drying
Solar drying uses solar radiation to heat the air in contact with the product and evaporate the
moisture. It can be very difficult to control drying conditions using these traditional techniques, with
the possibility of growth of pathogens and spoilage organisms due to the varying and often slow
drying rate. This variability in conditions needs to be accounted for during validation.
3.4.3.8 In addition to the generic factors listed in section 3.4.3.6, for solar drying the
following factors must be considered:
a. worst case drying rate (minimum drying temperature and maximum drying time);
b. maximum humidity;
c.

exclusion of pests, dirt and other contaminants;

d. for indirect drying; collector efficiency (heater configuration, air flow rate, spectral
properties of the absorber, air barriers, insulation).
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Implementation

3.4.4.1 The process must be operated in accordance with the validated process and
procedures.

3.4.4.2 The process must be verified at a frequency necessary to ensure that the
established process and product parameters are consistently being met.

3.4.4.3 A w , moisture content or any other measurement used for determining the level or
availability of water in the product must be made using calibrated instruments (where
appropriate), meaningful sample selection and standardised methods of sample preparation.
Sample selection is important in concentration and drying operations as there may be large
variation throughout a batch or run. The operator needs to have good knowledge of their process
to ensure that the wettest samples are selected for testing.
3.4.4.4 If the drying or concentration step is a CCP, the step must be carried out and/or
supervised by appropriately trained personnel.
Where a processing step is a CCP, training expectations are heightened. The operator is to
ensure that adequate training is provided and records of the training are kept. The training should
cover the operation, control and monitoring of that step.
3.4.4.5

Records of the process must be retained for each production lot.

3.4.5

Post-process Handling

3.4.5.1 Post-process handling, packaging and storage of the dried or concentrated product
must be done in a manner that minimises moisture re-absorption and contamination and
maintains the fitness for intended purpose of the product.
Sources of moisture may include equipment surfaces following cleaning that have not been
sufficiently dried, moisture within packaging (particularly where packaging has been cleaned with
water prior to filling), or splash. During processing, sources of water sources should be minimised.
3.4.5.2 Cross contamination between raw and processed products must be minimised.
This is of particular importance when product is loaded and unloaded into the same
processing area.
Ideally, any further processing or handling should occur in dedicated areas (i.e. separate room)
which are physically separated from areas where raw materials are handled, using dedicated
equipment.
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3.4.5.3 During post treatment operations involving exposed product, access of persons
from other incompatible areas must be restricted and an appropriate hygiene routine
completed.

3.4.6

Packaging and Labelling

3.4.6.1 Packaging must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use, storage
times and conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
Packaging which is used for a specific purpose such as modified atmosphere packaging or that is
to remain in place during cooking must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use,
storage conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
3.4.6.2 Where necessary to ensure the safety of the product, systems must be put in place
to check the packaging seal or closure integrity.

3.4.6.3 Any material that is used for sealing product such as metal clips, must be
controlled in a manner that will ensure that it is not be a source of physical contamination to
the product.

3.4.6.4 Product must be labelled in accordance with the requirements of the Food
Standards Code, including any “Directions for Storage and Use” where specific methods of
preparation are needed prior to consumption to ensure its safety.

3.4.7

Storage

3.4.7.1 The product must be stored under conditions that minimises deterioration and will
maintain its fitness for intended purpose for the duration of the shelf life.

3.4.8

Deviation from the Validated Process

3.4.8.1 Action must be taken if there is a deviation from the critical parameters that results
a final product that does not meet the validated process or product parameters, or would
otherwise affect the safety of the product.

3.4.8.2 Any product from section 3.4.8.1 must be identified and segregated until its safety
is assessed by a suitably skilled person.

3.4.8.3 A record of the assessment and corrective actions taken must be prepared by the
suitably skilled person. The record should be appropriate to the nature of the deviation and
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should include:
a. date and time of deviation;
b. equipment identification, where appropriate;
c.

description of the nature and scope of the deviation;

d. description of affected product, including code and quantity;
e. corrective action taken, including restoration of control, product disposition and
prevention of recurrence;
f.

records of any tests undertaken; and

g. the name and signature of the suitably skilled person.
3.4.9

Shelf-life

3.4.9.1

The shelf-life must be determined as part of the process development.

3.4.9.2

The operator must demonstrate adequate verification of the shelf-life.

For further information on determining shelf life expectancy refer to the MAF document: A Guide to
Calculating the Shelf Life of Foods. (460 KB PDF).
3.5
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4 Hurdle Technology
4.1

Purpose and Scope
Hurdle technology is the application of selected processing techniques in combination to
preserve a product. Hurdle technology acts by exhausting bacterial cells as each hurdle that
is applied requires the cells to use energy to maintain their internal pH, osmotic pressure and
keep toxic molecules out.
Traditional hurdles include the control of water activity (A w ), acidity (pH), temperature, redox
potential (Eh) and the addition of preservatives or starter cultures.
Hurdle technology enables the creation of minimally processed products with the desired
sensory and nutritional properties which are safe and stable. It is considered a “gentle”
means of preserving a product, as the degree to which each hurdle is applied is minimised
with the intent of achieving the best quality product.
Examples of foods preserved by hurdle technology include:

4.2

•

Shelf stable salamis: preserved using a combination of acid (chemical or starter culture),
water activity, lowered Eh (oxygen scrubbing bacteria), salt, nitrite and occasionally
smoke.

•

Cold smoked salmon: preserved using a combination of pH, salt and the active
ingredients in smoke (e.g. isoeugenol).

Definitions
operator-defined limit means a measurable limit established by a risk management
programme operator to manage the fitness for purpose of animal material or animal product
regulatory limit means a measurable regulatory requirement that is critical to fitness for
intended purpose of animal material or animal product

4.3

Regulatory Requirements
Refer to Part 2 for the specific legal requirements that apply to hurdle technology products.

4.4

Procedures (for compliance)

4.4.1

Outcome of Application of Hurdle Technology

The operator must ensure the inhibition or elimination of identified vegetative pathogens (e.g.
salmonella, Listeria, S. aureus) and of viable spores (e.g. Bacilli, Clostridia) as determined
during the application of HACCP principles, and the process must be sufficient to render the
product microbiologically acceptable for its intended method of storage, intended purpose
and shelf life.
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4.4.1.1 The operator must document any regulatory limits that are appropriate for the
product.
A regulatory limit is a measurable limit related to fitness for intended purpose, established by the
Director-General. Regulatory limits may be expressed as a:
i.

product requirement, e.g. microbiological limit such as 0 cfu/gm Listeria
monocytogenes in packaged cooked cured/salted meat;

ii.

process parameters;

iii. performance criteria, e.g. reduction in pathogen by 2 log.
Regulatory limits are stated in the legislation e.g. the Food Standards Code, Animal Products
(Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption) Notice 2004. Currently there are
few regulatory limits.
4.4.1.2

The operator must establish and document operator-defined limits for the product.

Operator-defined limits are additional measurable limits that are established by the operator and
are not defined in legislation. Operator-defined limits may be categorised into the three types as
described for regulatory limits. They may be taken from sources such as reputable COPs, peerreviewed scientific information, predictive models, scientific information from a person or
organisation known to be competent, or developed from their own trials and experiments.
Examples of operator-defined limits could include the final pH or A w of a product, microbiological
criteria for a product that is not currently addressed within the Food Standards Code, or a required
log reduction of a specified pathogen to be achieved by the process. In setting an operator-defined
limit the operator should consider its intended use, the intended consumer and handling it is likely
to receive after it has been released for sale.
4.4.2

Raw Materials

4.4.2.1

Raw materials must comply with the requirements of the Food Standards Code.

4.4.2.2 Raw materials must be protected from contamination, handled hygienically and
stored in a manner that will minimise deterioration to ensure that they will remain fit for their
intended purpose and method of processing.
The initial microbiological loading (including spore loading) of the raw material greatly influences
the intensity of the hurdles needed for the safety of the product. Written ingredient specifications
should be agreed with suppliers wherever possible and the implications of changing ingredient
suppliers or specifications must be understood by those with responsibility for purchasing and
product development.
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Development and Validation of the Process

4.4.2.4 The operator must have evidence to support and justify the selection of all
operator-defined limits.

4.4.2.5 The operator must establish a process that will result in product that will meet any
regulatory limits and operator-defined limits.

4.4.2.6 Hurdle technology processes must be developed and validated by a suitably skilled
person, and revalidated by a suitably skilled person whenever there is a change to the
process or product that would impact on its safety.
It is important that persons who are responsible for the development and validation work have a
good working knowledge of the factors that are critical to the application of hurdle technology. A
suitably skilled person may be someone who has a good knowledge of food microbiology and the
types and intensity of hurdles needed to ensure a safe and stable product, and the types of
ingredients or processes to establish the hurdles taking into account the technical, legal, sensory
and nutritional limitations. It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure that people with the
appropriate knowledge and skills are used.
4.4.2.7 The operator must validate of all hurdle technology processes and keep records of
the validation.
The only definitive means of validating hurdle technology products is through challenge studies. It
is important that the target microorganisms used for the validation work have been thoroughly
researched.
When using hurdle technology the effect of each hurdle on product safety and shelf life must be
considered to ensure that no unexpected outcomes occur. For example, a certain type of modified
atmosphere might inhibit the growth of spoilage organisms in refrigerated food which could
otherwise inhibit toxin production or act as an indicator of poor storage conditions. Therefore an
extension of the product's shelf life may lead to the growth of pathogenic microorganisms without
any signs of spoilage.
Examples of hurdles:
pH or acidity: the specific acid used is important, organic acids are the most effective (e.g. acetic
and lactic acids). Suitably skilled persons need to be aware of the ability for acid adaptation by
micro-organisms and increased survival rates.
Eh or redox potential: microbial growth in foods reduces the Eh as oxygen is scavenged.
Decreasing the pH results in an increase in Eh.
A w or water activity: is lowered by the removal of water, addition of solutes or binding of water.
Where solutes are used, the solute selected influences the minimum Aw for growth for particular
organisms.
Heating: non-lethal or lethal
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Competitive micro flora
Antimicrobials:
•

naturally occurring antimicrobials include eugenol (from cloves), allicin (from garlic),
thymol (from sage) and bacteriocins (e.g. nisin).

•

other chemical anti-microbials include nitrate/nitrites, sulphur dioxide, sorbic acid,
benzoic acid and smoke.

Active packaging: include absorbers, scavengers, scrubbers, gas emitters, desiccants and
antimicrobial coatings.
Novel technologies: include high hydrostatic pressure and high density pulsed electric fields.
4.4.2.8 Hurdle technology processes must be developed and validated considering all
relevant factors, such as:
a. micro-flora and microbial load of raw materials;
b. potential microbiological growth;
c.

ability for adaptation by microorganisms to the hurdle and increased resistance (e.g. acid
adaptation);

d. interaction between hurdles (acting synergistically or antagonistically);
e. critical process parameters for each hurdle;
f.

product handling;

g. storage conditions of finished product;
h. handling and storage conditions of finished product within the supply chain and by the
consumer;
i.

any further preparation by the consumer.

4.4.2.9 During the application of the different hurdles, the critical processing factors
described in other sections of this COP must be applied (e.g. heat treatment, drying,
acidification).

4.4.2.10 Product trials must be conducted to validate any process parameters derived from
any of the following:
a. calculations;
b. data from similar processes;
c.

reference material;

d. computer modelling programmes.
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Implementation

4.4.3.1 The process must be operated in accordance with the validated process and
procedures.

4.4.3.2 The process must be verified at a frequency necessary to ensure that the
established process and product parameters are consistently being met.

4.4.3.3 Hurdle technology processes must be carried out and/or supervised by
appropriately trained personnel.
Where several hurdles are required for appropriate control, but each individually does not meet the
requirement for a CCP, the operating parameters must be documented for the hurdles used and
each hurdle regularly checked, verified and supervised by appropriately trained personnel.
If a processing step is a CCP, training expectations are heightened. The operator is to ensure that
adequate training is provided and records of the training are kept. The training should cover the
operation, control and monitoring of that step.
4.4.3.4

Records of the process must be retained for each production lot.

4.4.4

Post-process Handling

4.4.4.1 Product handling must be performed so that recontamination is prevented and
pathogen growth is minimised.

4.4.4.2 During post treatment operations involving exposed product, access of persons
from other incompatible areas must be restricted and an appropriate hygiene routine
completed.

4.4.5

Packaging and Labelling

4.4.5.1 Packaging must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use, storage
times and conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
Packaging which is used for a specific purpose such as modified atmosphere packaging, frozen
storage or that is to remain in place during cooking must be of an appropriate composition for its
intended use, storage conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
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4.4.5.2 Systems must be put in place to check the packaging seal or closure integrity
where necessary to ensure the safety of the product. This may include visual or physical
testing e.g. complete seal, no cracking or wrinkling, maintenance of vacuum.

4.4.5.3 Any material used for sealing product such as metal clips, must be controlled in a
manner that will ensure that it is not be a source of physical contamination to the product.

4.4.5.4 Product must be labelled in accordance with the requirements of the Food
Standards Code, including any “Directions for Storage and Use” where specific methods of
preparation are needed prior to consumption to ensure its safety.

4.4.6

Storage

4.4.6.1 The operator must take all reasonable steps to ensure that products are stored in a
manner that will maintain their safety and wholesomeness for the duration of the shelf life.

4.4.7

Deviation from the Validated Process

4.4.7.1 Action must be taken if there is a deviation from the critical parameters that results
in a final product that does not meet the validated process or product parameters, or would
otherwise affect the safety of the product.

4.4.7.2 Any product from section 4.4.7.1 must be identified and segregated until its safety
is assessed by a suitably skilled person.

4.4.7.3 A record of the assessment and corrective actions taken must be prepared by the
suitably skilled person. The record should be appropriate to the nature of the deviation and
should include:
a. date and time of deviation;
b. equipment identification, where appropriate;
c.

description of the nature and scope of the deviation;

d. description of affected product, including code and quantity;
e. corrective action taken, including restoration of control, product disposition and
prevention of recurrence;
f.

records of any tests undertaken; and

g. the name and signature of the suitably skilled person.
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4.4.8

Shelf-life

4.4.8.1

The shelf-life must be determined as part of the process development.

4.4.8.2

The processor must demonstrate adequate verification of the shelf-life.

For further information on determining shelf life expectancy refer to the MAF document: A Guide to
Calculating the Shelf Life of Foods. (460 KB PDF), available on the MAF website.
4.5
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5 Smoking
5.1

Purpose and Scope
This section applies to the smoking of products
Smoking is undertaken for a variety of reasons including:
•

preservation;

•

aroma and flavour;

•

colour;

•

creation of new products;

•

formation of protective skin on emulsion-type sausages; and

•

protection from oxidation.

Smoke is generally more frequently applied to produce a sensory effect, rather than being
relied upon to achieve preservation. In almost every case where smoke is used to assist in
preservation, other factors also play a critical role in preservation such as drying, salting,
cooking, brining, refrigeration or packaging.
When smoking products, pre- and post-smoking handling steps must be well managed to
avoid cross contamination and to minimise deterioration.
Smoke, either from wood or from smoke extracts contain phenols, alcohol, organic acids,
carbonyls, hydrocarbons and gases. Although not fully understood, it is believed that the
anti-microbial properties of smoke come from specific chemical components (e.g.
formaldehydes, phenols and acids). Smoke extracts contain most of the essential chemical
components of wood smoke but in most cases has been stripped of the carcinogenic
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
Traditional smoking processes may be divided into three categories depending on the
temperatures used in the smoke chamber, for example:

5.2

•

Cold smoking at 18-30°C, but may be as low as 10°C (e.g. salmon (ready-to-eat and
those that must be cooked), salamis);

•

Semi-warm smoking at around 40°C (e.g. bacon, pork loin);

•

Hot smoking at 65-90°C (e.g. eels, frankfurters, shellfish and salmon).

Definitions
operator-defined limit means a measurable limit established by a risk management
programme operator to manage the fitness for purpose of animal material or animal product
regulatory limit means a measurable regulatory requirement that is critical to fitness for
intended purpose of animal material or animal product
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Regulatory Requirements
Refer to Part 2 for the specific legal requirements under that apply to smoked products.

5.4

Procedures (for compliance)

5.4.1

Outcome of Smoking

5.4.1.1 The smoking process (together with any other hurdles applied to the product) must
ensure the elimination or minimisation of the identified pathogens (e.g. Salmonella, E. coli
O157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes, Staph. aureus and Clostridium perfringens) as
determined through the application of HACCP principles, and must be sufficient to render the
product microbiologically acceptable for its intended method of storage, intended purpose
and shelf life.
Where the smoking step is a means of preservation it would contribute to the achievement of this
outcome. Where smoking is used for other purposes (e.g. sensory), the other process hurdles will
be key to meeting the outcomes.
5.4.1.2 The operator must document any regulatory limits that are appropriate for the
product.
A regulatory limit is a measurable limit related to fitness for intended purpose, established by the
Director-General. Regulatory limits may be expressed as a:
i.

product requirement, e.g. microbiological limit such as 0 cfu/gm Listeria
monocytogenes in packaged cooked cured/salted meat;

ii.

process parameters;

iii. performance criteria, e.g. reduction in pathogen by 2 log.
Regulatory limits are stated in the legislation e.g. the Food Standards Code, Animal Products
(Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption) Notice 2004. Currently there are
few regulatory limits.
5.4.1.3

The operator must establish and document operator-defined limits for the product.

Operator-defined limits are additional measurable limits that are established by the operator and
are not defined in legislation. Operator-defined limits may be categorised into the three types as
described for regulatory limits. They may be taken from sources such as reputable COPs, peerreviewed scientific information, predictive models, scientific information from a person or
organisation known to be competent, or developed from their own trials and experiments.
Examples of operator-defined limits could include microbiological criteria for a product that is not
currently addressed within the Food Standards Code, or a required log reduction of a specified
pathogen to be achieved by the process. In setting an operator-defined limit the operator should
consider its intended use, the intended consumer and handling it is likely to receive after it has
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been released for sale.
5.4.2

Equipment

Direct smoking is the traditional smoking process where the smoke is generated in the same
chamber as the product is processed. Direct smoking exposes product to higher levels of PAHs
(see section 5.4.3.2) and if the wood is not of a good standard when supplied and appropriately
stored, opens up the possibility of cross contamination from wood dust and mould spores.
Indirect smoking uses smoke generators which generate smoke in a separate chamber, the smoke
may be cleaned by various methods before being fed into the smoking chamber. This generally
results in reduced exposure to PAH and is a recommended technique.
It is also recommended that operators design smoking and cooking chambers with the entry and
exit on opposite walls, to allow for one way traffic of product only. This will reduce the chances of
cross contamination from raw to processed product.
5.4.3

Raw Materials

5.4.3.1

Raw materials must comply with the requirements of the Food Standards Code.

5.4.3.2 Raw materials must be protected from contamination, handled hygienically and
stored in a manner that will minimise deterioration to ensure that they will remain fit for their
intended purpose and method of processing.

5.4.3.3 Smoke flavours are food additives that must comply with a specification listed
under Standard 1.3.4 Identity and Purity of the Food Standards Code (e.g. the JECFA
specification 2005 for smoke flavourings (wood smoke flavour, smoke condensate) has a
definition, limits for benzo(a)pyrene and specified purity tests.)

5.4.3.4

Wood or other plant material used for the generation of smoke must:

a. not contain toxic substances, either naturally occurring or through contamination with
chemicals including paints, wood treatments or other impregnating materials; and
b. be free from visible microbiological or fungal growth.
There is currently no standard in the Food Standards Code for wood that is used to generate
smoke for food processing. Wood product suppliers should follow good manufacturing practice.
Operators should obtain supplier guarantees from their suppliers to confirm that untreated wood
has been used to produce the wood shavings or sawdust.
Wood shavings and sawdust should be sufficiently dry on delivery and should not be stored in large
containers, heaps or silos to prevent spontaneous heating and growth of molds. Most commercial
operations use sawdust which is easier to manage and gives greater smoke volume. The sawdust
is often wet down to control burning and smoke density.
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Liquid smokes are increasingly being used instead of wood smoke as the process is more
repeatable, the composition of the smoke is more constant, it is easier to apply and the
carcinogenic compounds (e.g. PAH) have been minimised. Liquid smokes may be added directly
to the product, or may be applied by dipping, spraying, or atomising the liquid smoke and injecting
it into the smokehouse, vaporising the liquid on a hot surface, or by using smoke treated casings.
5.4.3.5 The operator must consider the potential for the formation of chemical hazards
such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) during the process, and where possible
minimise product exposure to them.
There is currently no standard requiring the measurement of PAHs in a smoked product. However,
the operator should be aware of the conditions under which higher levels of PAHs are generated
and wherever possible, manage those conditions to minimise their formation.
The PAH level in the final product is dependant on a number of variables for example:
•

the fuel used (hard vs. soft wood, traditionally only hardwoods have been acceptable
for smoke generation);

•

indirect smoking can produce lower PAH levels than direct smoking;

•

filtering or cooling the smoke prior to use can result in lower PAH levels;

•

product located closer to the heat source can have higher PAH levels;

•

longer processing times can result in higher PAH levels;

•

the temperature during processing can affect PAH levels;

•

washing or water cooling the product after smoking can result in lower PAH levels;

•

Keeping equipment clean and maintained can result in lower PAH levels.

If steps are being taken to reduce PAH levels in a product the suitably skilled person needs to be
mindful that conditions leading to a reduction in PAH may lead to increased levels of other
chemical contaminants from the smoke or reduced microbiological safety.
5.4.4

Development and Validation of the Process

5.4.4.1 The operator must have evidence to support and justify the selection of all
operator-defined limits.

5.4.4.2 The operator must establish a process that will result in product that will meet any
regulatory limits and operator-defined limits.
Many interacting factors determine the preservative effect of smoking. The suitably skilled person
must be aware of these interactions and ensure that validation work is conducted under conditions
that represent those that will be encountered during commercial operations. For example:
•

the degree of diffusion of smoke into the interior of the product can vary. This is
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particularly important where products have been injected or reformed prior to
smoking, with the possibility of pathogens being carried into the interior of the product
where smoke may not penetrate.
•

smoke extracts vary considerably in their ability to inhibit the growth of bacteria and
testing must be conducted using the extract to be used in production.

•

the time that smoke is applied to the product in relation to any drying or heating, and
“skin” formation, must be considered particularly for seafood products.

•

Where liquid smokes are blended throughout a product that is to be fermented, this
may have an impact on the growth of the starter culture, by increasing the lag phase
and thereby allowing pathogens to grow (Ellis, 2001).

Where smoking is one of the hurdles used to preserve the product, the preservation factors
described in other sections of this COP also apply, for example section 1, Heat treatments
(including the development and validation, handling, cooling and operation of the process). Refer
to other sections of the COP as relevant to the preservation factors to be applied.
5.4.4.3 Smoking processes that are relied upon to assist in the preservation of the product
and are necessary for food safety must be developed and validated by a suitably skilled
person, and revalidated by a suitably skilled person whenever there is a change to the
process or product that would impact on its safety.
It is important that the people who are responsible for the development and confirmation work have
a good working knowledge of the factors that are critical to smoking. A suitably skilled person may
be someone who has a good knowledge of:
•

food microbiology and the growth parameters for the pathogens of concern;

•

the interaction of the various hurdles, including smoking, in the preservation of the
product;

•

small changes in processing conditions (including the characteristics of the surface of
the product) and its impact on the preservative effect of the smoke;

•

the chemical hazards that may be generated during the smoking process;

•

any other hurdles used in the process and aspects of confirming the validity of those
hurdles (e.g. heat treatment).

It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure that people with the appropriate knowledge and
skills are used.
5.4.4.4 Smoking processes that are relied upon to assist in the preservation of the product
and are necessary for food safety must be developed, documented and validated
considering all relevant factors.
Factors to be considered will depend on the nature of the process and could include:
•

micro-flora and microbial load of raw materials;
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•

potential microbiological growth;

•

pre-smoking handling to minimise contamination and deterioration;

•

type of casing or the surface of the product being smoked;

•

method of smoke application (wood or extract);

•

method of smoke generation;

•

smoke density (the denser the smoke the greater the smoke uptake);

•

air velocity (rapid air movement brings more smoke into contact with the product but
can reduce smoke density, it can also lead to faster surface drying);

•

step in the process that smoke is applied;

•

smoking time; or

•

concentration of liquid smoke;

•

smoking temperature;

•

relative humidity (high humidity or moisture content of the surface of the product
favours smoke deposition but limits colour development);

•

level of smoke deposition;

•

potential for the development of chemical hazards;

•

any other preservation factors to be applied to the product and associated critical
processing parameters (e.g. heat, salting, brining, drying, curing, refrigeration (refer
to the relevant sections of this COP));

•

any product washing after smoking;

•

product cooling;

•

post-smoking product handling;

•

storage conditions of finished product;

•

any further preparation by the consumer.

5.4.4.5

The operator must keep records of the validation.

5.4.5

Implementation

5.4.5.1 The smoking process must be operated in accordance with the validated process
and procedures.

5.4.5.2

Smoking must be carried out and/or supervised by appropriately trained personnel.
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Where the smoking step is a CCP, training expectations are heightened. The operator is to ensure
that adequate training is provided and records of the training are kept. The training should cover
the operation, control and monitoring of that step.
5.4.5.3

Records of the process must be retained for each production lot.

5.4.6

Post-process handling

Post-process handling refers to any processing after the smoking step and prior to the
completion of packaging.
5.4.6.1 Post-process handling must be performed so that recontamination is prevented
and pathogen growth is minimised.

5.4.6.2 During post-process operations involving exposed product, access of persons from
other incompatible areas must be restricted and an appropriate hygiene routine completed.
For further information on pathogen management within the processing environment refer to the
MAF document: Pathogen Management Plan Guidance Material (256 KB PDF), available in the
Dairy section on the MAF website.
5.4.7

Packaging and Labelling

5.4.7.1 Packaging must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use, storage
times and conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
Packaging which is used for a specific purpose such as modified atmosphere packaging, frozen
storage or that is to remain in place during cooking must be of an appropriate composition for its
intended use, storage conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
5.4.7.2 Systems must be put in place to check the packaging seal or closure integrity
where necessary to ensure the safety of the product. This may include visual or physical
testing e.g. complete seal, no cracking or wrinkling, maintenance of vacuum.

5.4.7.3 Any material used for sealing product such as metal clips, must be controlled in a
manner that will ensure that it is not be a source of physical contamination to the product.

5.4.7.4 Product must be labelled in accordance with the requirements of the Food
Standards Code, including any “Directions for Storage and Use” where specific methods of
preparation are needed prior to consumption to ensure its safety.
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In some cases product that requires cooking prior to consumption is mistakenly being consumed as
ready-to-eat product. Careful consideration should be given to the labelling to ensure that the need
for cooking is clearly visible.
5.4.8

Deviation from the Validated Process

5.4.8.1 Action must be taken if there is a deviation from the critical parameters that results
a final product that does not meet the validated process or product parameters, or would
otherwise affect the safety of the product.

5.4.8.2 Any product from section 5.4.8.1 must be identified and segregated until its safety
is assessed by a suitably skilled person.

5.4.8.3 A record of the assessment and corrective actions taken must be prepared by the
suitably skilled person. The record should be appropriate to the nature of the deviation and
should include:
a. date and time of deviation;
b. equipment identification, where appropriate;
c.

description of the nature and scope of the deviation;

d. description of affected product, including code and quantity;
e. corrective action taken, including restoration of control, product disposition and
prevention of recurrence;;
f.

records of any tests undertaken; and

g. the name and signature of the suitably skilled person.
5.4.9

Shelf-life

5.4.9.1 The shelf-life of smoked products must be determined as part of the process
development.

5.4.9.2

The processor must demonstrate adequate verification of the shelf-life expectancy.

For further information on determining shelf life expectancy refer to the MAF document: A
Guide to Calculating the Shelf Life of Foods. (460 KB PDF), available on the MAF website.
5.5
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6 Acidification
6.1

Purpose and Scope
This section applies to the acidification of products to reduce the pH and achieve a
preservation effect.
Acids have an inhibitory and/or lethal effect on microorganisms depending on the levels used
in the product. Typically organic acids such as acetic, malic or lactic acids are used, the type
selected depending on a variety of factors such as flavour, physical form and effectiveness
of achieving the required pH reduction.
A pH of 4.6 is regarded as the limit for survival of Clostridia spp. and is the lower boundary of
low acid foods for the purposes of commercial sterilisation. Other pathogens such as
Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Listeria monocytogenes are able to survive in acid conditions
more severe than pH 4.
The following is a list of minimum pH values for growth for some foodborne pathogens:

6.2

Bacillus cereus

4.3

Clostridium perfringens

5.0

E.coli O157:H7

4.4

Acid tolerant E.coli O157:H7

2.5

Listeria monocytogenes

4.1

Salmonella spp.

3.8

Staphylococcus aureus

4.0

Definitions
equilibrium pH is the condition achieved when the solid and liquid parts of the product have
the same pH.
operator-defined limit means a measurable limit established by a risk management
programme operator to manage the fitness for purpose of animal material or animal product
regulatory limit means a measurable regulatory requirement that is critical to fitness for
intended purpose of animal material or animal product.

6.3

Regulatory Requirements
Refer to Part 2 for the specific legal requirements that apply to acidified products.

6.4

Procedures (for compliance)

6.4.1

Outcome of Acidification
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6.4.1.1 The operator must ensure the inhibition or inactivation of the identified vegetative
pathogens (e.g. Salmonella, Listeria, Staph. aureus, E. coli 0157:H7) and of viable spores
(e.g. Bacilli, Clostridia) as determined during the application of HACCP principles, and must
be sufficient to render the product microbiologically acceptable for its intended method of
storage, intended purpose and shelf life.

6.4.1.2 The operator must document any regulatory limits that are appropriate for the
product.
A regulatory limit is a measurable limit related to fitness for intended purpose, established by the
Director-General. Regulatory limits may be expressed as a:
i.

product requirement, e.g. microbiological limit such as 0 cfu/gm Listeria
monocytogenes in packaged cooked cured/salted meat;

ii.

process parameter;

iii. performance criteria, e.g. reduction in pathogen by 2 log.
Regulatory limits are stated in the legislation e.g. the Food Standards Code, Animal Products
(Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption) Notice 2004. Currently there are
few regulatory limits.
6.4.1.3

The operator must establish and document operator-defined limits for the product.

Operator-defined limits are additional measurable limits that are established by the operator and
are not defined in legislation. Operator-defined limits may be categorised into the three types as
described for regulatory limits. They may be taken from sources such as reputable COPs, peerreviewed scientific information, predictive models, scientific information from a person or
organisation known to be competent, or developed from their own trials and experiments.
Examples of operator-defined limits could include the final pH of an acidified product,
microbiological criteria for a product that is not currently addressed within the Food Standards
Code, or a required log reduction of a specified pathogen to be achieved by the process. In setting
an operator-defined limit the operator should consider its intended use, the intended consumer and
handling it is likely to receive after it has been released for sale.
6.4.2

Raw Materials

6.4.2.1

Raw materials must comply with the requirements of the Food Standards Code.

6.4.2.2 Raw materials must be protected from contamination, handled hygienically and
stored in a manner that will minimise deterioration to ensure that they will remain fit for their
intended purpose and method of processing.

6.4.3

Development and Validation of the Process
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6.4.3.1 The operator must have evidence to support and justify the selection of all
operator-defined limits.

6.4.3.2 The operator must establish a process that will result in product that will meet any
regulatory limits and operator-defined limits.

6.4.3.3 Acidification processes must be developed and validated by a suitably skilled
person, and reconfirmed by a suitably skilled person whenever there is a change to the
process or product that would impact on its safety.
It is important that the people who are responsible for the development and confirmation work have
a good working knowledge of the factors that are critical to acidification. A suitably skilled person
may be someone who has a good knowledge of those critical factors and the importance of
ensuring that the required pH is attained in the product and maintained for the duration of its shelf
life. The suitably skilled person will also need to have good knowledge of food microbiology and
the growth parameters for the pathogens of concern, and the ability for acid adaptation by micro
organisms and increased survival rates. It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure that people
with the appropriate knowledge and skills are used.
6.4.3.4

Records of the validation must be retained.

6.4.3.5 Acidification processes must be developed and validated considering all relevant
factors, such as:
a. micro-flora and microbial load of raw materials;
i.

potential microbiological growth;

b. product formulation, including ratio of solids to liquids in the case of brining, raw material
pH variability, buffering capacity of the raw material;
c.

type and concentration of acidulant;

d. the method of acidification (including addition and incorporation);
e. time and conditions to achieve the equilibrium pH of all product components;
f.

equilibrium pH of final product;

g. any other preservation factors to be applied to the product and associated critical
processing parameters e.g. refrigeration, cooking;
h. product handling;
i.

storage conditions of finished product;

j.

any further preparation by the consumer.

Some common methods used to acidify products include:
•

blanching the ingredients in acidified solutions;
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•

immersing blanched ingredients in acid solutions;

•

direct batch acidification by adding a known amount of acid solution to a specified
amount of other ingredients;

•

direct addition of a known amount of acid (generally in liquid form) to individual
containers;

•

addition of acid products to low-acid products in controlled proportions to conform to
specific formulations.

The type of evidence needed to validate the process will depend on the method of acidification.
The key is to ensure that all parts of the equilibrated product meet the specified pH.
6.4.4

Implementation

6.4.4.1 The process must be operated in accordance with the validated process and
procedures.

6.4.4.2 The process must be verified at a frequency necessary to ensure that the
established process and product parameters are consistently being met.

6.4.4.3

Where a pH meter is used to measure the acidity of a product:

a. the measurement must be made using a properly calibrated instrument with an
appropriate level of accuracy e.g. ± 0.05 pH units.
b. the pH electrodes must be of a design appropriate to materials or products for which the
pH is being measured.
Measurements of acidity may be made by potentiometric methods (e.g. pH meter), titratable acidity
or colorimetric methods (litmus or pH paper). If the finished equilibrium pH is above 4.0, the
measurement should be made using a potentiometric method and any in-process measurements
by titration or colorimetry related to that finished equilibrium pH. If the finished equilibrium pH is 4.0
or below, any suitable method of measuring acidity may be used for determining both finished
product and any in-process pH levels.
Care must be taken in calibration of the pH meter including the cleaning of electrodes, use of
appropriate buffer solutions, sample temperature control and frequency of calibration etc.
6.4.4.4 The acidification step must be carried out and/or supervised by appropriately
trained personnel.
Where a processing step is a CCP, training expectations are heightened. The operator is to
ensure that adequate training is provided and records are kept. The training should cover the
operation, control and monitoring of that step. Where the step does not meet the requirement for a
CCP, the documented operating parameters should be regularly checked, verified and supervised
by appropriately trained personnel.
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6.4.4.5

Records of the process must be retained for each production lot.

6.4.5

Additional Controls

6.4.5.1 Acidified products which are not shelf stable must incorporate additional
preservation controls such as refrigeration, thermal processing or reduced water activity.

6.4.6

Post-process Handling

6.4.6.1 After acidification handling must be performed so that recontamination is prevented
and the fitness for intended purpose of the product is maintained.

6.4.7

Packaging and Labelling

6.4.7.1 Packaging must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use, storage
times and conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
Packaging which is used for a specific purpose such as modified atmosphere packaging, acidified
product or that is to remain in place during cooking must be of an appropriate composition for its
intended use, storage conditions and method of product preparation by the consumer.
6.4.7.2 Where necessary to ensure the safety of the product, systems must be put in place
to check the packaging seal or closure integrity.

6.4.7.3 Product must be labelled in accordance with the requirements of the Food
Standards Code, including any “Directions for Storage and Use” where specific methods of
preparation are needed prior to consumption to ensure its safety.

6.4.8

Storage

6.4.8.1 The operator must take all reasonable steps to ensure that products are stored in a
manner that will maintain their safety and wholesomeness for the duration of the shelf life.

6.4.9

Deviation from the Validated Process

6.4.9.1 Action must be taken if there is a deviation from the critical parameters that results
in a final product that does not meet the validated process or product parameters, or would
otherwise affect the safety of the product.
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6.4.9.2 Any product from section 6.4.9.1 must be identified and segregated until its safety
is assessed by a suitably skilled person.

6.4.9.3 A record of the assessment and corrective actions taken must be prepared by the
suitably skilled person. The record should be appropriate to the nature of the deviation and
should include:
a. date and time of deviation;
b. equipment identification, where appropriate;
c.

description of the nature and scope of the deviation;

d. description of affected product, including code and quantity;
e. corrective action taken, including restoration of control, product disposition and
prevention of recurrence;
f.

records of any tests undertaken; and

g. the name and signature of the suitably skilled person.
6.4.10

Shelf-life

6.4.10.1 The shelf-life must be determined as part of the process development.

6.4.10.2 The operator must demonstrate adequate verification of the shelf-life.
For further information on determining shelf life expectancy refer to the MAF document: A Guide to
Calculating the Shelf Life of Foods. (460 KB PDF), available on the MAF website.
6.5
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7 High Pressure Processing
7.1

Purpose and Scope
This section contains the requirements for high pressure processing (HPP) where it is
applied for the purpose of producing a safe product, by reducing the identified pathogens to
acceptable levels. It does not apply to processes that are intended to achieve a
technological effect only such as the shucking of shellfish or meat extraction from
crustaceans.
HPP (also known as high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) and ultra high pressure processing
(UHP)) involves subjecting liquid or solid foods, with or without packaging, to pressures of
between 100 and 1000 MPa to inactivate pathogens and extend a product’s shelf life.
Almost always, products that are subject to HPP only (without the addition of sterilising
temperatures or other means of preservation) are not shelf stable at room temperature and
so must be stored under refrigeration.
The resistance of microorganisms to pressure is highly variable and is not usually correlated
to heat resistance. It depends primarily on the type of organism and the food matrix
involved. For most forms of vegetative bacteria, significant reductions (usually higher than 4
log units) can be achieved when pressures of 400-600 MPa are used. However, under
these conditions, significant reductions in the load of spores are not achieved. (Rendueles at
al, 2010).

7.2

Definitions
HPP or HP process means high pressure process
operator-defined limit means a measurable limit established by a risk management
programme operator to manage the fitness for purpose of animal material or animal product
regulatory limit means a measurable regulatory requirement that is critical to fitness for
intended purpose of animal material or animal product
suitably skilled person means a person who in the opinion of the operator is skilled in a
particular activity or task through training, experience or qualifications.

7.3

Regulatory Requirements
Refer to Part 2 for the specific legal requirements that apply to HP processed products.

7.4

Procedures (for compliance)

7.4.1

Outcome of High Pressure Processing

7.4.1.1 Where the aim of the process is to achieve a safe product (rather than a
technological effect only) the operator must ensure the inactivation of identified vegetative
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pathogens (e.g. S. aureus, Salmonella spp, E. coli O157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes) and
the inhibition of viable spores (e.g. Bacilli, Clostridia) as determined during the application of
HACCP principles, and the process must be sufficient to render the product microbiologically
safe for its intended shelf life and storage conditions.

7.4.1.2 The operator must document any regulatory limits that are appropriate for the
product.
A regulatory limit is a measurable limit related to fitness for intended purpose, established by the
Director-General. Regulatory limits may be expressed as a:
i.

product requirement, e.g. microbiological limit such as 0 cfu/25 gm Listeria
monocytogenes in Bivalve molluscs that have undergone processing other than
depuration 2;

ii.

process parameter, e.g. compression pressure;

iii. performance criteria, e.g. reduction in pathogen by 2 log.
Regulatory limits are stated in the legislation, for example in the Food Standards Code (External
website) or the Animal Products (Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption)
Notice 2004. (434 KB PDF). Currently there are few regulatory limits.
7.4.1.3

The operator must establish and document operator-defined limits for the product.

Operator-defined limits are additional measurable limits that are established by the operator and
are not defined in legislation. Operator-defined limits may be categorised into the three types as
described for regulatory limits. They may be taken from sources such as reputable COPs, peerreviewed scientific information, predictive models, scientific information from a person or
organisation known to be competent, or developed from their own trials and experiments.
Examples of operator-defined limits could include microbiological criteria for a product that is not
currently addressed within the Food Standards Code, a required log reduction of a specified
pathogen to be achieved by the HP process, or HP processing parameters. In setting an operatordefined limit the operator should consider the products intended use, intended consumer and
handling it is likely to receive after it has been released for sale.

7.4.2

Equipment

7.4.2.1 HPP equipment must be fitted with control systems that are capable of generating
permanent process records and identifying process deviations.

2

Where HPP is used as a physical measure to shuck shellfish and the product is sold raw, the Lm
criteria do not apply. In this case HPP is not considered to be a process step other than depuration.
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As a minimum HHP systems should be fitted with transducers for the measurement of pressure,
time, and temperature of the process. The following is an example of the transducers, their
precision and accuracy, and their location in the vessel (FDA, 2000).
Measuring Transducer

Accuracy/Precision

Location in Pressure Vessel

Pressure Gauge (Electronic)

+/- 1/2% / 3.4 MPa

Anywhere in HPP system

Pressure Gauge (Dial Display) +/- 1% / 6.8 MPa

Anywhere in HPP system

Temperature (Thermocouple)

+/- 1/2% / 0.5 °C

Vessel cold point or its equivalent

Time (Recorder)

+/- 1% / one second

(not applicable)

7.4.2.2 All equipment used for critical measurements must meet clause 28 of the Animal
Products (Specifications for Products Intended for Human Consumption) Notice 2004 which
relates to calibration. [See Part 2]
For example, pressure and temperature transducers used in controlling a process should be
calibrated periodically against traceable instruments. The frequency of calibration will be a function
of the number of pressure cycles and should be determined by testing.
7.4.2.3

Equipment must be installed and commissioned by suitably skilled people.

7.4.3

Raw Materials

7.4.3.1

Raw materials must comply with the requirements of the Food Standards Code.

7.4.3.2

Raw materials must be of an appropriate microbiological status.

The operator should have knowledge of the microbiological status of raw materials. This
information may be obtained from certificates of analysis from suppliers, from the National
Microbiological Database for some meat types, by testing the raw materials, or using information
gained from a previous processing step. The capability of the process, intended use of the product
and any further processing and/or preparation prior to consumption should be considered when
determining the microbiological criteria for raw materials.
7.4.3.3 Raw materials must be protected from contamination, handled hygienically and
stored in a manner that will minimise deterioration to ensure that they will remain fit for their
intended purpose and method of processing.

7.4.4

Development and Validation of the High Pressure Process

7.4.4.1 The operator must have evidence to support and justify the selection of all
operator-defined limits.
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7.4.4.2 The operator must establish an HP process that will result in product that will meet
any regulatory limits and/or operator-defined limits.

7.4.4.3 Product trials must be conducted to validate process parameters derived from any
of the following:
a. calculations;
b. data from similar processes;
c.

reference material;

d. computer modelling programmes.
The complexity of the validation will depend on the nature of the operation, the identified hazards
and the availability of established process parameters or criteria.
For example:
•

for a simple or standard process, validation may only require trials to demonstrate that the
process is operated strictly in accordance with process parameters and/or criteria obtained
from a reputable agency or research institute, or published in a scientific journal. These
may include previously validated parameters such as pressure, time, any temperatures and
critical product formulation constraints

•

for a novel or more complex process, the operator will need to establish that their own
process parameters and/or criteria are capable of producing safe product, and then provide
evidence from trials which demonstrate achievement of those parameters

•

challenge trials (or trials where the ingoing level of the target pathogen(s) is known prior to
processing) would be expected for complex processes and recommended for simple
processes, so that the level of kill achieved by the process is demonstrated

The number of trials needed will be very variable. For example, in the first scenario above, a single
trial only may be required to confirm that the parameters can be met and that safe product will be
produced, which could happen during the commissioning. For the second scenario, more trials
would be expected and for the third scenario, one trial might be sufficient if the target pathogens
were inoculated at levels above which they would ever be expected to be found in the product.
Where challenge trials depend on natural levels of contamination a greater number of trials in
which the pathogen is confirmed to be present at the start of the trial would be expected. The
levels of the pathogen should be quantified before and after each trial, and should closely
approximate the worst case levels that might be found in the raw material.
7.4.4.4 HP processes must be developed and validated by a suitably skilled person, and
revalidated by a suitably skilled person whenever there is a change to the process or product
that would impact on its safety.
It is important that people who are responsible for validation have a good working knowledge of the
factors that are critical to HPP. The suitably skilled person will also need to have good knowledge
of food microbiology and the various factors that impact on pressure resistance. It is the
responsibility of the operator to ensure that people with the appropriate knowledge and skills are
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used.
7.4.4.5 The following information must be addressed when developing an HP process.
This list is not exhaustive. Suitably skilled persons must use their experience to ensure that
all relevant factors are addressed.
a. name of the person that developed the process;
b. date of development;
c.

product name, code, type and formulation;

d. preparation, filling and closure of product;
e. identification of microbiological hazards and spoilage organisms associated with the raw
materials and their microbial loadings;
f.

test conditions used to design the process, including the data acquisition system;

g. any other preservation hurdles to be applied to the product;
h. critical process parameters such as:
i.

minimum initial product temperature;

ii.

initial temperature of pressure transmitting fluid and process vessel;

iii.

time to bring vessel to pressure;

iv.

pressure of vessel during process;

v.

process time at pressure;

vi.

in the case of pulsed processes: number of pulses, pause time-interval between
pulses, pause pressure, product temperature and holding time for each pulse
(Balasubramaniam, 2004);

vii. process temperature (if temperature is specified as an integral part of the
preservation process);
viii. decompression time;
i.

log reduction of target pathogen;

j.

packaging and storage conditions of finished product.

It is important that the process is developed using the product as formulated because ingredients
such as acids, salt and fat content etc will affect, for example, pH and water activity, which are
critical process factors in the inactivation of pathogens in foods treated by HPP (FDA, 2000). The
monitoring and control of pH and water activity in formulated products should be included in the
HACCP plan.
Composition also appears to have a major affect on the degree of heating during processing.
Rasanayagam et al (2003) showed that for the same pressure time profile, soy oil increased to
60°C whereas water increased only to 40°C from the same initial temperature. It is generally
recognised that the compression process will increase the temperature of the water by
approximately 3°C or more per 100 MPa and fats and oils could increase by 8-9°C per 100 MPa. If
no heat is gained or lost during the hold phase, the food cools to its original temperature on
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decompression.
If considering using microbiological surrogates in favour of pathogenic strains of vegetative bacteria
during trials it should be noted that even different strains of the same pathogen may have
significantly different responses to pressure. As such the process should be designed to protect
against the most resistant strain of pathogen likely to be encountered. It should also be noted that
pressure alone cannot be relied upon for the inactivation of spore forming pathogens. Viruses may
also need to be considered. Further research is needed in this area.
Pressure resistance of pathogens does not necessarily align with temperature resistance and the
suitably skilled person will also need to consider the possible impact of “tailing”. This is where a
proportion of the population is not inactivated and may be brought about by the existence of subpopulations of cells that are particularly resistant to pressure due to better defence and repair
systems (Rendueles at al, 2010).
Hartmann et al (2003) looked at the influence of heat and mass transfer on uniformity of high
pressure induced inactivation. They found significant differences of more than one log cycle in the
residual surviving cell concentration depending on the package material parameters, position and
arrangement of the packages in the vessel, indicating that these factors can have a major effect on
inactivation during processing.
The initial temperature in the vessel before introducing foods should be specified and the product
should be at an initial homogeneous temperature with no cold spots. Where temperature is
specified in the process, it will need to be monitored. This may be limited to recording the initial
temperature of the product and the processing medium where the process is performing
consistently. Where temperature is not part of the specified process the operator should still record
the test temperatures as part of the validation work and ensure that trials are conducted which
cover the temperature ranges likely to be encountered during processing. Worst case
temperatures which deliver the lowest level of pathogen inactivation will need to be covered (note
that this may not necessarily be the lowest temperature). This should include product and
processing medium temperatures.
Long come-up times will also affect inactivation kinetics of microorganisms therefore, consistency
and awareness of these times are important in the process development.
7.4.4.6 Records of the validation must be retained for the production life of the product and
for a further four years.

7.4.5

Implementation

7.4.5.1 The process must be operated in accordance with the validated process and
procedures.

7.4.5.2 Product must be processed promptly. The maximum time from package filling to
HP processing must be specified, taking into consideration conditions which may permit
microbial growth and toxin production.
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Ideally, the time should not exceed 2 hours unless evidence of an acceptable alternative is
available.
7.4.5.3 Where the appearance of HPP product is such that it could mistakenly bypass the
HP process, procedures and/or systems must be put in place to prevent this from occurring.

7.4.5.4 The process must be verified at a frequency necessary to ensure that the
established process and product parameters are consistently being met.

7.4.5.5 The process must be carried out and/or supervised by appropriately trained
personnel.
Where a processing step is a CCP, training expectations are heightened. The operator is to
ensure that adequate training is provided and records of the training are kept. The training should
cover the operation, control and monitoring of that step.
7.4.5.6

Permanent records of the process must be retained for each production lot.

The recording system used should contain instrumentation that will signal process deviations
outside the validated limits. Records should include the:
•

product formulation

•

product initial temperature

•

time to bring vessel to pressure

•

pressure of vessel during process

•

process time at pressure

•

process temperature: The temperature within the vessel should be measured at a
standard point so that any deviations are consistently recorded. The probe should be
located to measure the worst case temperature in the vessel, i.e. the temperature that
will be the least effective in activating the targeted pathogen.

•

decompression time

•

checks on package integrity (FDA, 2000)

7.4.5.7 The operator must ensure that no changes are made to any critical factor, including
product formulation or HP process unless validated by a suitably skilled person, prior to
operation.

7.4.6

Post-process Handling

7.4.6.1

Where product is exposed to the processing environment after the HPP step,
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product handling must be performed so that recontamination is prevented and pathogen
growth is minimised.

7.4.7

Packaging and Labelling

7.4.7.1 Packaging must be of an appropriate composition for its intended use, storage
times and conditions, and method of product preparation by the consumer.
Due to the compression and re-expansion of the food during the HP process, the packaging needs
to be capable of withstanding up to a 15% reduction in volume without losing seal integrity or
barrier properties (USFDA, 2000).
Packaging which is subject to the pressures of HPP or that is to remain in place during further
preparation by the consumer such as cooking must be of an appropriate composition and in the
case of cooking, be designed for use at high temperatures.
7.4.7.2 Where necessary to ensure the safety of the product, systems must be put in place
to check the packaging seal or closure integrity.

7.4.7.3 Product must be labelled in accordance with the requirements of the Food
Standards Code, including any “Directions for Storage and Use” where specific methods of
preparation are needed prior to consumption to ensure its safety.

7.4.8

Deviation from the Validated Process

7.4.8.1 Corrective action must be taken if there is a deviation from the validated process or
product parameters that would affect the safety of the final product, where the product is
intended to be traded.

7.4.8.2 Any product from section 7.4.8.1 must be identified and segregated until its safety
is assessed by a suitably skilled person.

7.4.8.3 A record of the assessment and corrective actions taken must be prepared by the
suitably skilled person. The record should be appropriate to the nature of the deviation and
should include:
a. date and time of deviation;
b. equipment identification, where appropriate;
c.

description of the deviation;

d. description of affected product, including code and quantity;
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e. corrective action taken, including restoration of control, product disposition and
prevention of recurrence;
f.

records of any tests undertaken; and

g. the name and signature of the suitably skilled person.
For example, a complete loss of process pressure could require reprocessing. A 10% loss of
process pressure, for a known time, could be corrected by an additional holding time at the
specified pressure, provided the pressure could be regained immediately after the deviation (FDA,
2000). Where a corrective action such as extending the pressurised holding time is undertaken the
operator would need to have evidence that the new process is capable of delivering a safe product.
If the deviation may have affected the microbiological loading of the product prior to applying the
HP process (e.g. the maximum holding time or temperature was exceeded) the operator would
need to have evidence that the HP process applied was capable of reducing the increased
microbiological loading to acceptable levels.
7.4.9

Shelf-life

7.4.9.1

The shelf-life must be determined as part of the process development.

During shelf life testing, consideration should be given to the possibility of the product containing
sub lethally injured microorganisms which may be rendered inactive by HPP but could recover
during storage. This may be investigated by extending the time products are tested for beyond
their stated shelf life.
7.4.9.2

The operator must demonstrate adequate verification of the shelf-life.

For further information on determining shelf life expectancy refer to the MAF document: A Guide to
Calculating the Shelf Life of Foods. (460 KB PDF).
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